Name _______________________________________ Date ____________________ Period __________
Part Three – Comparison of Play and Movie versions of “A Christmas Carol” (1:13)
1. Unlike in the play, only Mrs. ______________________ is seen in the movie trying to sell her stolen
wares to Old Joe.
2. Scrooge recognizes that his belongings were stolen, but he refuses to believe that he has ________.
He claims that the items are not his, but by consequence only resemble his things.
3. In the previous scene, Scrooge had asked for the phantom to show him something with “tenderness
and depth of feeling”. Did the phantom do so? Yes or No (circle the correct response)
4. Scrooge believes that he has seen enough and asks to be taken home. The phantom takes him to
________________________________________________________________________________.
5. Unlike in the play when Scrooge was faced with his own corpse following the scene with Old Joe
(and before he views the Cratchits), it is not until he is in the graveyard and he views his own
______________________________ that he fully understands that the dead corpse was his own.
6. What time is it the next morning when Scrooge awakes sleeping beside his bed? ________________
7. According to the play, did Scrooge pay for the carolers singing? Yes or No (circle the correct
response)
8. One slight difference between the play and the movie concerns Scrooge’s donation to the poor. In
the movie we see ____________ men, in the play ___________________ conversed with Scrooge
regarding his large donation.
9. Another change between the two versions is that we see the ___________________ one last time
as they receive the prized turkey.
10. We hear Fred’s wife name again. It is ________________.
11. Scrooge shockingly tells Fred and his wife, that he was once _____________________________.
12. Of course we are reminded in the movie that in the word game, if one hears “as tight as a ?” one
should respond “as a ________________.”
13. Bob Cratchit knows he is late to work when he arrives at the office because the ______________
____________________.
14. When told that his salary would be doubled and his family cared for, Bob is shocked, but unlike in
the play, he does not _______________ in the movie.
15. Both the movie and the play end with the same words “___________________________________,”
which were originally spoken by ____________ ____________.

